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Mounting pressure from the Trump administra-
tion combined with discontent among many
Iranians at the state of the economy are rat-

tling the Islamic Republic, with little sign that its lead-
ers have the answers, officials and analysts say. Three
days of protests broke out on Sunday in Tehran’s
Grand Bazaar, with hundreds of angry shopkeepers
denouncing a sharp fall in the value of the Iranian cur-
rency. The disturbances are a major challenge, but
analysts expect the leadership will survive despite fac-
tional infighting and growing economic problems.

However, the weekend protests quickly acquired a
political edge, with people shouting slogans against
Iran’s ultimate authority, Supreme leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, and other top officials, calling them thieves
who should step down. Bazaar merchants, mostly loyal
to the leadership since the 1979 Islamic Revolution,
are angry at what they see as the government’s mud-
dled response to the crisis, which they said had sent
prices soaring and made trading almost impossible.  

The rial has lost 40 per cent of its value since last
month, when President Donald Trump pulled out of
Iran’s 2015 nuclear accord and announced draconian
sanctions on Tehran. These include an attempt to shut
down the international sale of Iranian oil, Tehran’s main
source of revenue, a threat that has cast a chill over
the economy. “The country is under pressure from
inside and outside. But it seems there is no crisis man-
agement plan to control the situation,” said an official
close to Khamenei’s camp.

The full impact of Trump’s withdrawal from the
nuclear deal and Washington’s move to stop foreign
countries from doing business with Iran, may not be
clear for months. European signatories are hoping to
salvage the deal - under which most sanctions were
lifted and Iran curbed its nuclear program - but there
are doubts they can keep it alive. Already French com-
panies Total and Peugeot, for example, have said they
will pull out of Iran rather than risk being shut out of
the US financial system, as Washington threatens to
use the dollar’s reserve currency status to punish any-
one who gets in the way of its ramped-up Iran policy.

Iran has blamed US sanctions for the fall in the rial,
saying the measures amount to a “political, psychological
and economic” war on Tehran - although some officials
recognize that the threat has exposed serious failings at
home. “Sanctions cannot be blamed for all the internal
problems. They have yet to be implemented,” said a sec-
ond official, familiar with Iran’s decision-making process.
To pile on the pain, Washington says all countries must
end crude imports from Iran by Nov. 4, hitting the oil
sales that generate 60 percent of the country’s income.
Iran says this level of cuts will never happen.

‘Death to the dictator’
Tehran’s Grand bazaar is traditionally the biggest

financial ally of the establishment, and it helped
bankroll the 1979 Revolution. But while cries of “Death
to the Dictator” resembled chants of “Death to the
Shah” four decades ago in the bazaar, analysts and
insiders ruled out any chance that Iran is once more on
the brink of a seismic shift in its political landscape.

“With severe economic pressure ahead of us, the
protests will not die easily,” said an Iranian diplomat in
Europe. “But the chance of a regime change is zero
because Iranians do not want another revolution and
are skeptical it would be for the better.” Police and
security forces maintained a heavy presence in the
area after days of clashes with protesters. Though offi-
cials say the bazaar has resumed normal business, the
rial crisis and its political reverberations are surely far
from over. Video on social media showed protests
continuing in several towns and cities, with some par-
ticipants demanding regime change.      

While pragmatist President Hassan Rouhani’s gov-
ernment has tried to stop the currency slide with a
combination of threats and persuasion, many Iranians
remain unconvinced. “The rial’s fall is disrupting my
business. The cost of imports has skyrocketed. If it
continues, I will not be able to continue my business,”
said Reza, a shopkeeper in the bazaar who refused to
give his full name. Despite calls for unity by Khamenei,
divisions have emerged among Iran’s ruling elite, with
some hardliners calling for a snap presidential election,
and criticizing Rouhani for economic mismanagement.

Factional power struggles are endemic in Iran,
where hardliners around the Supreme Leader, such as
the Revolutionary Guards and the judiciary, face off
against the president, and pragmatists and reformists
in elected institutions such as parliament. “Both sides
will try to use the combination of external and internal
pressure to advance their causes,” said Sanam Vakil,
an adjunct professor teaching Middle East politics at
SAIS Europe.  “If the government fails to find an
immediate solution to the crisis ... a snap presidential
election will be inevitable in the coming months,” said
Tehran-based analyst Saeed Leylaz. 

Some analysts see an outside chance that Iran’s
hardline leaders might seek an accommodation with
the United States, with the prospect of sanctions
bringing Iran’s economy to its knees. But Trump may
be in no hurry to embark on negotiations that might
bolster Iranian clerical leaders. The leadership “might
lean towards a compromise with America to preserve
the establishment”, said one official involved in Iran’s
nuclear talks with foreign powers. “But of course
America should show flexibility as well.” —Reuters

Iran’s rulers face 
discontent as US 
pressure mounts 

Helsinki, an obvious choice for Trump-Putin summit
The choice of Helsinki as the location

for the first long-awaited summit
between presidents Donald Trump

and Vladimir Putin is a reminder of the
Finnish capital’s Cold War history when it
was the backdrop for a number of key
tete-a-tetes between US and Russian lead-
ers. The July 16 meeting between Trump
and Putin is aimed at warming ties with
Moscow, at a time when Russia’s relations
with the West languish at levels not seen
for decades.

Finland shares a 1,340-kilometer (832-
mile) border with Russia. Helsinki, a
hotbed of spies during the Cold War, is
located just three hours by train from
Saint Petersburg and one hour by plane
from the three Baltic states now members
of NATO. As a result it has served as neu-
tral ground for meetings between US and
Soviet or Russian leaders. “Finland was an
in-between country in the Cold War era....
It wanted to form this bridge and stressed
its neutrality in its relations with the
superpowers,” Teija Tiilikainen, director of
the Finnish Institute of International
Affairs, told AFP.

Building bridges   
On August 1, 1975 the Helsinki Accords

were signed by then US president Gerald
Ford and Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev.
The document stipulated that the two
powers would respect the 1945 borders
drawn up Roosevelt, Stalin and Churchill in
Yalta. The agreement also raised the issue
of human rights, a first at a time when

Soviet jails were brimming with dissidents.
In 1990, one year before the fall of the

Soviet Union, Finland organized the last
USSR-US summit, hosting US president
George Bush and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev. “Finland has always said that it
rejects bloc politics and it played a big role
in the de-escalation,” a European diplo-
matic source told AFP. The last big meeting
between a US and Russian president in
Helsinki dates back to 1997, when Bill
Clinton held talks with Boris Yeltsin. That
summit led to progress in several areas,
including arms control and NATO’s wel-
coming of former Soviet bloc nations.

No longer as neutral   
Finland belonged to Sweden for six

centuries before becoming a Russian
Grand Duchy from 1809-1917. It then fend-
ed off the Red Army during the Winter War
of 1939-1940, and again from June 1941 to
September 1944. Once it was finally free
from the Soviet’s grasp, it remained cau-
tious for many years not to wake the
Russian bear, refraining from any public
criticism during the Cold War in a practice
known as “Finlandisation”. But once the
Cold War was over, things changed radi-
cally. After the fall of the USSR, Finland
wasted no time in forging closer ties with
the West, joining the European Union in
1995. And while it is not a member of
NATO, it enjoys close ties with the Alliance
and became a member of its Partnership
for Peace program in 1994.

A 2017 defense report published by the

Finnish government underlined “the special
status” of its bilateral defense cooperation
with Sweden, and referred to the United
States as “an important partner for
Finland” at a time when “military tensions
have increased in the Baltic Sea region”.
And yet, Finland has no intention of burn-
ing its bridges with its powerful eastern
neighbour, its fifth biggest trading partner.
“Finland has a fairly good relationship with
the Russians in the current situation,”
Juhana Aunesluoma, the director of the
Centre for European Studies at the

University of Helsinki said. “Finland has
also a close relationship with the United
States, much closer than it used to have,”
he noted.

Finnish President Sauli Niinisto has
played a large role in those strong ties. He
was one of the first to congratulate Trump
on his 2016 election victory, and he
included Putin in several of Finland’s cen-
tennial independence celebrations in 2017.
Finland’s role as a facilitator in peace
negotiations also follows in the Nordic
tradition. —AFP

Ballots and bullets: 
Mexico’s bloody 
election campaign

It is one of the lasting images of Mexico’s election cam-
paign: as a Congressional candidate poses for a selfie
with a supporter, a man in a baseball cap calmly

approaches and shoots him in the back of the head.
Fernando Puron, who was running for Congress in the
northern state of Coahuila, is one of 136 politicians mur-
dered since candidate registration for Sunday’s elections in
Mexico opened in September, according to the consulting
firm Etellekt.

It is by far the bloodiest Mexican campaign on record,
as the violence gripping the country has exploded mas-
sively into the political world. Puron, 43, had just left a June
8 debate-in which he had vowed to crack down on drug
cartels, citing his record fighting the brutal Zetas cartel as
mayor of the city of Piedras Negras-when he stopped out-
side to pose for a picture with a supporter.

Grainy footage from a security camera shows how
another man watched the pair from a distance, then walked
up to Puron, put a gun to the back of his head, and pulled
the trigger, walking off as the candidate crumpled to the
ground. He is one of 48 candidates murdered this cam-
paign season - 28 who were killed during the primary
campaigns and 20 during the general election campaign,
according to Etellekt.  At the last national elections, in
2012, nine politicians and one candidate were murdered.

The new figure shows the lengths to which the coun-
try’s powerful drug cartels are going to place their own
allies in local government, in a bid for territory, govern-
ment resources and soft policing, analysts say. The new
law of local politics in Mexico is that “you have to obey
orders from the hitman or capo” who rules your turf, said
consultant Luis Carlos Ugalde, former head of Mexico’s
federal electoral authority.”If they think a politician’s not
going to work with them, negotiate, back down, then they
kill him,” he said.

‘Failed’ strategy
This political violence is part of the larger bloodbath

harrowing Mexico, which has left more than 200,000

people murdered since the government deployed the
army to fight the cartels in 2006. That includes a record
25,339 murders last year. Violence is a major issue in the
campaign, and one that has hit hard across the country-
whether in the chic resort region of Los Cabos, on the
Baja California peninsula, or in places mired in the
poverty that affects more than 50 million of Mexico’s 120
million people.

The country has grown used to seeing burned and
mutilated bodies abandoned on highways, police and sol-
diers attacked by heavily armed hitmen, or headless bodies
floating in rivers. It is often hard to decipher why a given
politician was killed. Some, like Puron, appear to have
been eliminated for fighting the cartels.  Others appear to
have been taken out for striking a deal with a rival cartel,
and still others have been killed in crimes that, like so many

in Mexico, remain murky.  “We should be asking ourselves
how many candidates are being murdered because they’re
mixed up in organized crime. That’s the major problem,”
said Ugalde.

The director of Etellekt, Ruben Salazar, is critical of the
“failed” strategy of the government’s drug war, which has
only fragmented the cartels, he said. “An infinitude of criminal
cells emerged, and now they are waging a constantly esca-
lating battle for control of territory and trafficking routes,” he
said. Sergio Aguayo, a security expert at El Colegio de
Mexico, said the country faces a deep-rooted problem of
“complicity between public officials and criminals.” That
poses a severe problem for Mexican democracy, regardless
of how Sunday’s elections turn out. “I can’t think of another
country in the world where organized crime has achieved as
much power as it has in Mexico,” Aguayo said.— AFP 

HELSINKI: The Market Square and the Helsinki City Hall are pictured in Helsinki, Finland. US
President Donald Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin are to meet in Helsinki, the capital
of Finland on July 16, 2018. — AFP 

Police officers patrol the Purepecha indigenous community Nahuatzen, in Michoacan State, Mexico. — AFP 


